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iPad*,                    
Jack-of-all-trades 

and Master of none 
? 

*: …and other tablets…! 

It„s very useful, a device for curious 
intellectuals, people hungry for 
positive stimuli, with many interests; 
thanks to the iPad, time (…always in 
short  supply !) can be used in a 
fruitful way.  

It „s just a gadget: the iPad is 
unsurpassed for passive 
consumers of multimedia content; it 
anesthetizes boredom to promote the 
pleasure of pseudo-active idleness. 
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www.gaia-matrix.com is this ebook‟s “home”; you are always 
welcome: you‟ll find new content about Tablets and Digital 
Reputation Management in italian.  
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Milan - Italy 

Digital Reputation Management 

Web, Mobile, Tablets   
Creative Solutions 

…and more… 
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Introduction: iPad & Italians… 

We Italians know how to be appreciated – indeed the whole 
world values the five „Fs‟ of our beloved “Italian Lifestyle“,        

I mean Food, Fashion, Furnishing, Football and the legendary 

Ferrari. 

Enjoying life is good, but we have achieved far more important 
results. 

Meucci (… even though Americans do not 100% agree…) 
invented the telephone, Marconi built the first radio, Volta was 
the creator of the electric battery, the scooter (the mythic 
Vespa) is an idea of Corradino d‟Ascanio, Piaggio‟s great 
engineer; more recently Sentinelli conceptualized the 
rechargeable phone-card, and Chiariglione is the father of 
the MP3 format. And I could go on and on… 

This is my (…very subjective…) belief: in Italy we are quite 
good promoting and marketing our ideas and products, but 
we can do much, much better ! 

In order to make this leap (quite a necessary leap, 
considering both the dangers and the opportunities of globalization),    
we need to take advantage of all the available tools and 
technologies – employing them in an italian-way, with 
creativity and imagination – a little bit 
unconventionally… 
And among all the tools I can think of, in particular one 
is right for us: the iPad. 

The iPad – honor to the merit – is 100% American, 
proud son of Apple‟s Steve Jobs genius – stuff in 
stars-and-stripes no less than Apple pie (no pun 
intended) and McDonalds‟. 

Here‟s my view, the base for all the following „ruminations‟: 
the iPad – this technological jewel – once combined with our 
italian creative talent, becomes an overwhelming and 
unstoppable phenomenon; it‟s a fantastic combination, never seen 
anything so powerful after the Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombs ! 
A weapon of mass destruction that will sweep away traditional 

Marketing as we know it. 

There will be a new „P‟ after the well-known Price, Packaging, 

Promotion, etc.. (thank you Prof. Philip Kotler and Prof. Jerome 

McCarthy): the „P‟ of iPad – it‟s not coincidental that the „P‟ is 

capital, right Steve? You are indeed a mastermind ! 
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A tool that transforms a discipline: it‟s not the first time. Would 
you like a remarkable example ?                                            
It‟s the spreadsheet: more than 30 years ago it radically 
changed Finance; the first spreadsheet (called Visicalc) 
made the fortune of… …yes, Steve Jobs and his Apple II 
computer: a best-seller combination, sold to financial analysts 
like hot cakes in the ‟80.  

The mixture of American technology and italian creativity 
generates a new and unparalleled “vehicle” to promote and market 
products and services in a way never seen so far. 

In conclusion, where does the good feeling between italian spirit 
and iPad come from ? 

The iPad is simple and easy – and the same applies to italian 
people… 

The iPad is a practical device, yet simple and easy              
to use – perfect for lazy people for those who believe that 
Technology should be adapted to Man, and not vice-versa. 

The iPad and people from the beautiful italian city of 
Naples have something in common, because “…life is too 

short to waste so much time making a PC to work…” 

              (Neapolitan ancient wisdom) 
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What‟s the iPad for ?  

Aldous Huxley and George Orwell 
would answer… 

What‟s the iPad for ? Everybody, after „playing‟ with the iPad for a 
few minutes, ask themselves this question at least once… 

The iPad is usually considered only in a totally positive             
light (“It „s very useful !”) or in a completely negative                
light (“It‟ s just a gadget !”). 

There is no trace of half-measures (“…cute…”). 

Have you ever noticed that the polarization of opinions is 
typical of  successful initiatives ? Mediocrity has never 
stimulated any deep disagreement… 

“It „s very useful !”: it‟s a device for curious intellectuals, 
people hungry for positive stimuli, with many interests, 
whose calendar is always full. Thanks to the iPad, time 
(…always in short supply !) can be used in a fruitful and 

useful way. 

“It „s just a gadget !”: the iPad is unsurpassed for those 
who ask nothing better than being distracted, for passive 
consumers of multimedia content; it anesthetizes 
boredom to promote the pleasure of pseudo-active 
idleness. 

Someone said that “wasting time” is that erudite art 
that illuminates the thin path that winds through 

boredom and depressing activity; “wasting time” with 
an iPad allows you to do it with style and 

sophistication. 

What is the iPad if not a large and expensive Tamagotchi for 
adults? 

It would be interesting to hear the opinions of two great writers (and 
philosophers): Aldous Huxley (author of “Brave New World”, etc..) 
and George Orwell (“1984″, “Animal Farm”, etc…). 

Huxley believes that Man finds his destruction in things that give him 
pleasure. He may say that the iPad, thanks to the ease with which it 

offers information, entertainment, communication, content, etc., risks 
to become like a drug, causing dependence and addiction. 
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Orwell, believing that Man finds its destruction because of his 
fears, may instead consider the iPad the perfect device for 
control and surveillance: everything you download, read, 
write, search, etc., is inevitably stored somewhere; the 
perfect tool to efficiently and effectively monitor the behavior, 
the social activities and the cognitive processes of millions of 
people. 

Does the iPad embody the Good or the Evil ?                            
Most likely a weighted average of both… 

Anyway, the answer is quite irrelevant since everyone will use it 
in their own way, following their instincts and satisfying their 
individual desires; everyone – both fan and critics – cannot 
deny that the iPad is a great showman, able – when inspired – 
to entertain us with much satisfaction. 

iPad critics often do not fully understand this device: they try 
to weigh it against other devices that are in fact not 
comparable. The iPad definitely is neither a „traditional‟ PC, 
nor a Netbook, so long-established metrics won‟t do…   
The iPad is a device that stretches out between the 
advanced smart-phone and the laptop. 
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The iPad at work… 

…some examples 

The iPad is a convenient and elegant tool with which a skilled 
Sales-man can show his products and collect notes and orders;      
I am talking about a multimedia catalogue, full of colorful images, 
videos, animations, sounds and so forth. 
I think of a Nautical-show, where alluring white yachts worth 
millions and wealthy luxury-boat enthusiasts – potential    
customers ! – fall in love. 

Sales-people will be supported in their tactful work by the iPad 
multimedia ability, that – during the visit of the yacht               
on display – allows to show all the available features and 
customizations (…velvet ? alcantara ? leather ? carbon-fiber 
? and so on…), some videos of the boat at sea, even the 
project plans. It is possible also to watch an interview with 
the naval architect explaining the reasons of specific 
constructive choices. 

Think about the showroom, where you no longer need to 
leaf through pages and pages of catalogues to find the 

right combination of item/size/color for your purchase: two “touches” plus 
a search by key-word makes everything easier and faster.  

Marketing is important, but there is much more.                    
For example, the iPad is very useful for doctors who 
need to consult and update medical records and tests 
of patients in real-time – during visits. 

It‟s also handy for architects and                  
engineers, who – on construction-sites – can quickly 
review construction plans, drawings and even other 
combined data (such as costs, materials, structural 
calculations, etc.) presented in a simple and accessible 
way. 

In the factory, the Head of Production will finally have under 
control all the KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) related to a 
production line – and even real-time comparisons with other lines ! 

And technicians responsible for the installation, assembly and 
maintenance of complex equipment, will have all the necessary 

documentation and technical specifications at hand – and at long last 
manuals will always be up-to-date. 

Let‟s not forget “business divas”: Managers. 
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Today attending business meetings with the iPad means you 
are genuinely “cool” – if your company bought you an iPad, it 
means that you are hot-stuff…! 
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The iPad in its users‟ 3D space… 

…thanx Mr. Cartesio ! 

Think about 3D-space with its traditional three arrows, each at 
ninety degrees from the others – Cartesio invented this 
paradigm…  

Instead of the traditional „X‟,'Y‟ and „Z‟ labels, let me use 
„Entertainment„, „Business„ and „Utility„. 

The „Entertainment‟ dimension makes our free time more 
enjoyable and includes – for example – books, magazines, the 
iPod with its music, etc. 

The „Business„ dimension helps us to work more efficiently 
and effectively, thanks – for example – to the organizer, the 
Blackberry, our company‟s ERP, etc. 

The „Utility„ dimension facilitates us in our daily life and 
often includes simple things like the Post-it note, the    
ATM-card (to withdraw cash), the wrist-watch, the 
traditional cell-phone, etc. 

Now take out your iPad and place it in this 3D space. 

It will stay on the “side”, piggybacking the 
„Entertainment‟ axis (because the iPad is just for fun) ? 

Or will it float more or less in the middle ?      
…because – yes – it is for fun („Entertainment‟), but it 
also supports you when you work („Business„) and at 
the same time it makes your everyday life easier 
(„Utilities‟). 

The position of the iPad will subjectively vary from 
person to person and will change over time, according to 
the way it is used and to the availability of specific needed 
applications. 

As an experiment, try to aggregate iPad users by age, education 
level, occupation, geography, gender, …; then combine segments in 

macro-segments, weigh them and finally – for each set – describe its 
specific „Entertainment‟, „Business‟ and „Utilities‟ space. 
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Who is using the iPad ?  

…old people and children too ! 

Senior people appreciate the iPad because there is no 
(…complicated…) keyboard and no (…undomesticated…) mouse: 
“Two taps on the screen, and I send an email to my                 
grand-children !”. At the same time, the iPad is also very    
children-friendly, and many videogames are available… 

Would you believe it ? Grandparents and grandchildren who 
contend the iPad ?! 

Recently I was in Como (northern Italy, not far from Milan), on 
the promenade along its beautiful lake; Mr. George Clooney‟s 
villa was not far (“Hi George, how are you ?”). I was enjoying 
the fascinating scenery, giving some fleeting glance at my 
iPad that was busy downloading my emails. 

Suddenly I had company: Jessica was watching what I was 
doing – with the spontaneity that distinguishes only adults 
who do not have to prove anything to anyone or children of 
five/six that have nothing to be ashamed of. 

For the record, Jessica belongs to the second category. 

She asked me just two questions. 

The first: “What is it ?” (referring to the iPad) 
Me: “It „s an iPad, a computer with no keyboard” 
(…going into technical details seemed inappropriate, 
given the pragmatism of my interlocutor…). 

The second: “Can you play videogames with it ?” 
Me: “Yes, but I‟ve no games because my iPad is a 
work-tool.” (…I know what you‟re thinking, but I lied in 
self-defense…). 

The sense of all this is that the iPad is for                             
those who – regardless of their age – don‟t need a real computer 
since they limit themselves to sending e-mails, listening to music, 
playing video-games, etc. 
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Be a child again… 

…thanks to the iPad                      
User Experience and to Joan Mirò    

(the great Catalan painter) 

The iPad is a strange contraption, born to entertain, surf the Web, 
send e-mail, read digital books and magazines, watch movies, 
play video-games, and more. You can do the same things with 
any PC, but – trust me – the User Experience is entirely 
different. 

It‟s unquestionably „the User-experience‟ that makes the 
difference: think about the journey from Milan to Rome by car 
(from LA to SF for my West-coast readers, or from London to 
Birmingham for my british friends): do you prefer to drive a 
small car or lavish Mercedes ? 
The compact is ok, there is nothing wrong with it – it can 
easily bring you from A to B, but the german car is quite 
different – no doubt. 
It‟s the comfort, the silence, the absence of vibrations, the 
„feel-natural‟ air conditioning.                                          

And the perceived safety ? “…God forbid, but should anything bad 
happen, in a car so well built I am sure to save my ass !” 
Not to mention the satisfaction that only elegance and 
luxury provide, details like the smell of leather, the 
muffled sound when you close the doors, the 
sophistication of the dashboard, etc.. 

Our ego, pleased, appreciates …                              
…appreciates the User Experience ! 

The iPad… 

This iPad is compact, light enough, has no wires – you 
do not need a mouse; you can comfortably use it sitting in 
a chair or even lying in bed (…if this does not embody our 
italian pleasure-seeking spirit, tell me what does…). 
The idea of comfort must not make us forget that the iPad is very 
fast and responsive …like a Ferrari. And it is also objectively 
beautiful, has an attractive design (that‟s ok wherever you are, at the 

restaurant or in a business meeting) …like an Armani suit. 
Let me summarize: look for the words “ugly”, “slow”, “clumsy” in the 

dictionary of antonyms and you will get a good description of the iPad. 

…the only form of interaction is “touch” 
Interacting with the touchscreen is pure wonder, perhaps because 
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“touch” takes us back to childhood, to the more primitive way 
with which a baby comes into contact with the surrounding 
world. 

Think about the small and stubby fingers of a child, that 
smear a thousand colors on a candid sheet of paper.        
Some years later, they are the quick and accurate fingers of an 
adult interacting with a semi-synthetic reality of images and 

words – on the screen of an iPad. 

…tools are toys and toys are tools… 

Mirò (the great Catalan painter, sculptor, and ceramist born in 
Barcelona) towards the end of his career made a remarkable 
statement: “It took me a whole lifetime to learn to draw like a 
child.” 

Thanks to my iPad, I am a child again…! 
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The „touch‟ User Interface… 

The factor that contributes most significantly to the iPad 
success is its user interface – there is no doubt…! 

For years and years we have been accustomed to the metaphor of 
windows, icons and the mouse-controlled arrow – what experts call 

the WIMP interface (Windows-Icon-Mouse-Pointer). We find it in 
Microsoft Windows, Apple computers, etc. 

Think about the pointer: it is the universal manipulator, if the 
mouse disappears – because you use a touch-interface – the 
pointer must necessarily cease to exist too. 

Without the pointer, actions such as move, resize, hover, etc., 
become unnatural and uncomfortable. Any action that makes 
you hold down a key (of the keyboard) or a mouse button 
while moving the pointer – usually in order to select text, 
scroll, etc. – has no equivalent action under the touch 
interface metaphor. 

All these actions therefore must be reinvented. 

For example Apple takes advantage of multi-touch: you use two fingers 
to zoom and rotate images – it‟s easy, fast and intuitive. 
 
In conclusion, translating WIMP in the world of       
touch-screens is surely cause of failure; if you want to 
make best use of touchscreen, it is absolutely 
necessary first to forget mouse, windows, etc. and 
start over, just as Apple did – successfully – for the 
iPad. 
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Epilogue: the iPad, a secluded world… 

…Paradise or Prison ? 

The iPad is a secluded world: it‟s hard to write programs (even if 
you are a professional software developer !), it‟s problematic to 
integrate it with other devices, it cannot download “non-approved” 
software, and so on. 

But when you switch it on, it starts immediately (no waiting !),   
you do not have to damn yourself configuring it, installing exotic 
software-drivers or figuring out which cable connects to which 
port. 
This limited integration with the outside world – so that the 
iPad can be immune from „cosmic disorder‟… – is both an 
enormous strength and an equally big weakness: an isolated 
world can be a paradise for someone and a prison for 
someone else. 

Posterity will judge the benefits of the “disorderly” freedom 
of an open system and the disadvantages of a rigid 
“autocracy”. 

Anyway, you can install an application on the iPad with no fear of 
crashing the system; there is no need for setup programs: 
each application lives in its own private-space and is 
therefore completely independent from other 
applications. Uninstalling an application is as easy as 
deleting it. 
The user is not afraid of destroying something and 
having to re-install the system; this confidence is 
liberating: the iPad is really maintenance-free. 

Apple fans consider this undeniably strong approach 
an effective defense of end-users from unreliable 
software; for critics, it grants the company from 
California an absolute control with incredible economic 
benefits.  
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The end 

 

 


